Radar signal error performance was modelled in the presence of atmospheric refraction and clutter attenuation. The models presented in the paper exploited prior information on atmospheric refraction properties and conditions such as partial pressure, water vapour, atmospheric temperature and the associated clutter. The atmospheric properties and characteristics were used to model random and bias errors experienced in radar systems. Errors which were associated with azimuth, elevation and target velocity were considered in the performance analysis. Range resolution and Doppler resolution were key mechanisms which were implemented in the analysis of the radar signal error performance. The radar error performance was analysed using residual error, signal-to-clutter + noise ratio and thermal noise error. Errors from azimuth, elevation and target velocity were combined in investigating the total effect of errors in determining the desired signal-toclutter + noise ratio. The results discussed in the paper enhances target detection and tracking towards optimising the navigation system of autonomous and semi-autonomous robotic systems using radars.
INTRODUCTION
Radar signals are used in high-gain command-able and agile systems such as autonomous system for target detection and tracking (Chen et al., 2014) . Radar systems use scanned arrays and multiple-input multiple-outputs models to increase the flexibility in the modes of operation and application (Frankford et al., 2014) . Illumination of the environment with radar signals provides critical information on the energy scattered by detectable targets (Dilum Bandara et al., 2012) . Scattered energy from targets and radial velocity of targets provide differentiable modes of target position and motion. Modulation of radar signals ensures accurate range determination (Hayvaci et al., 2013) . Radar range and antenna characteristics provide critical information in the determination of azimuth and elevation angles of the radar system.
Resolving ambiguities associated with Doppler frequency determination ensures that targets are detected across various frequencies. The influence of detection densities allows for diversification in the detection strategies used in radar systems (Sharma et al., 2014) (Radmard et al., 2014) . Timings in radar signal are influenced by the coherent and incoherent characteristics of oscillators in the radar systems. The phase reference of radar signals are hence dependent on the characteristics of the oscillators (Eustice et al., 2015) (Fellows et al., 2013) .
The performance of radar system is subject to external factors such as atmospheric refraction (Panchenko et al., 2012) (Renkwitz et al., 2014) and clutter attenuation (Agarwal, et al., 2014) (Marquis, 2010) . Scattering models are used to comprehend the nature and behaviour of the radar signal frequency energy distribution. Radar signals experience refraction in the elevation to and from the radar. Splaying of radar signals in the elevation plane is also another factor that occurs when radar signals are refracted. Energy absorbed by the atmosphere from the signals also affect the performance of the radar system.
The navigational systems for autonomous and semi-autonomous systems use radars for target detection and tracking. Mobile robot obstacle detection and avoidance are critical in fulfilling their navigational objectives.
The paper discusses the performance error of radar systems under atmospheric refraction and clutter attenuation. Error detection mechanisms were used in the error analysis of radar signals. The results discussed in the paper are applicable in optimising the navigation systems of autonomous and semiautonomous robotic systems
TARGET DETECTION, UNCERTAINTY AND PERFORMANCE
The technical performance of a radar system is measured in terms of distance. More specifically, the performance of radar systems are evaluated using the scatter cross-sectional area and radar range. The range scatters can be defined using different sizes. Larger range scatters are used in evaluating the performance of radar systems designed for long range detection of targets. The long range of the radar system defines the maximum range detectable by the radar system (Jang et al., 2013) . The reciprocal of the time required by the radar signal to reach the maximum range and echo back is used in determining the maximum signal repetition frequency. The signal repetition frequency provides critical information in the determination of staggering for moving target. It is also used in processing moving target detector signal associated with frequency diversity. Radar range ambiguities in medium and high signal repetition frequencies can also be resolved using the repeated radar signal. Lower range boundaries in the radar range can be created using transmit-receive switches. The mixture of long pulses and short pulses in radar systems increases uncertainty in detecting targets. Separate signals for long range mode and short range ensures that uncertainty is minimised. The amount of azimuth in the radar design influences the choice of using continuous target scanning or sector scanning in the search mode (Chen and Furumoto, 2011) . Elevation properties can be introduced in the search mode or incorporated when using broad beam in the elevation plane. Broad beams in the elevation plane provide coverage to a certain height above the ground.
Detecting targets using radar signals uses definite time intervals which can be described statistically. The number of false alarms can be set at a constant value in order to ensure that false alarms are at an acceptable level and hence the probability of false alarm. Fixed number of false alarm ensures that the thresholds set for probability of false alarm is adequately optimised. Optimisation of probability of false alarm sets a threshold above the thermal noise in the radar system. A combination of radar signal and noise exceeding the set threshold yields the probability of detecting targets. The signal-to-noise ratio in the scatter provide valuable information in integrating the echoes from targets towards performance improvement of the radar system (Su et al., 2010) . Distinguishing between targets and echoed signals are evaluated using the radar system angular resolution. The angular resolution is determined by reducing the azimuth and beam elevation widths. The radial velocity of the search scatter provides information on the echo Doppler frequency. The radial velocity is useful in the separation and removal of clutter in the performance analysis of the radar system.
ATMOSPHERIC CLUTTER MODELLING
The atmosphere refracts and absorbs energy from radar signals. The refraction sub-processes were modelled using an exponential atmospheric algorithm in determining the refractivity of radar signals in the atmosphere (Meikle, 2008) . The subroutine algorithm was supplied with different input and output parameters. The exponential atmospheric model for refractivity of radar signals was expressed as:
( 1) Where represented refractivity at the earth's surface, represented the height of the radar system above the earth's surface and was a constant. Given that the refractivity of air was approximately unity, it was fitting to use the refractivity of air in the signal analysis. The refractive index of air was expressed as:
The radar signal was analysed based on the point of interest (Meikle, 2008) . The points of interest considered in the models were as follows:
 Radar signal analysis toward determination of target height  Determination of classical target range  Determination of classical target range with respect to earth's surface.  Determination of attenuation along the radar signal
Considering radar signal as a ray, the target height was modelled as:
Where represented the position of the radar system above the earth's surface, represented the position of the target above the earth's surface, represented the radius of the earth and represented the elevation angle. Considering the effects of partial pressure caused by water vapour , atmospheric temperature and signal scatter at the target position with an elevation ; the atmospheric refractive index was expressed as (Meikle, 2008) :
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The height of the radar system was determined using:
Refraction and reflection within the atmospheric layer influenced the performance of radar system. Anomalous propagation and super-refraction occurred when there was sudden variation between the layers of the atmosphere. It introduced extra clutter and blind search volume in the radar coverage area. In certain atmospheric condition, total reflection of radar signal may cause the signal to be trapped between the atmospheric layer and the earth's surface. Temperature inversions in the atmosphere can cause radar signals to be trapped or ducted. Local temperature inversion at higher altitudes are consequences of atmospheric subsidence. Temperature inversions are associated with the radar search areas experiencing high atmospheric pressures (Meikle, 2008) .
Radar signals are sensitive to water vapour content in the atmosphere. Attenuation and absorption losses influenced the performance of the radar system. The model used in determining fog attenuation as a function water content and frequency was expressed as:
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Scattering and atmospheric attenuation were proportional to rain rates and drop sizes. Given that atmospheric attenuation can also be found in wet snow as result of the water content; the attenuation in wet snow was expressed as:
Where represented the wave length of the radar signal and represented the water content in the snow. The radar cross section influenced the shape of scatter produced within the search area of the radar system. Scatters produced by the radar signals were usually smaller than the radar signal emitted by the transmitter. The radar cross section also determined the amplitude of the echo produced by the scatter. Weak echo signals were identified by their narrow beams and strong echoes were identified by their wide beams. The influence of these parameters were suppressed by using side-lobes with sensitive time controls. The echoes emitted by a target can be interfered with giving rise to signal fading. Scattering without fading in radar system can be optimised if targets have symmetrical shapes with determinable radar cross sections.
Polarisation of radar signals influenced the performance evaluation of the radar system. Considering the radar signals as polarised circular waves with incident radar signal rotating on reflected radar signal. The condition created a reaction radar signal which was propagated in the opposite direction. The problem was resolved by using flat and smoothly curved spherical reflectors in radar signal transmission. The spherical reflectors reversed the effects or sense of polarisation in radar signals. The echo returned from a spherical reflector having a radius and normalised along its projected area was expressed as (Meikle, 2008) :
,
Where represented the spherical Bessel function of the first kind order within the argument , represented the spherical Bessel function of the second kind order within the argument .
Radar systems operating at higher frequencies function adequately within an optical region. Operating the radar at lower frequencies required the incorporation of sphere sizes whose radius was four times the signal wavelength . Three regions provided variation parameters for radar signal performance. They were the optical region, Rayleigh and resonant region. Verifying radar signals using large spheres of radius in the optical region was modelled as:
Analysing the radar signal under atmospheric condition such as rain within the Raleigh region was modelled as:
In considering scatter from targets within the radar search area interfering with each other, the signal reflections were estimated. Irregular cluster of target echoes were only constant on short radar signals. If the frequency at which the radar was operated changed, the probability distribution of the scatter was considered to be dynamic. Dynamic echo and scatter were observed using digital signal fading models in evaluating the degrees of dispersion in the probability distribution of the scatter and echo signals. Log-normal and gamma distribution were used to express the characteristics and behaviours of echoed signals and scatter. Describing clutter as a lognormal distribution, the mean-to-median ratio of the clutter embedded in echoed signal and scatter was expressed as a log-normal distribution:
Where represented the standard deviation of the signal distribution. The gamma model as function of the signal shape parameter and signal scale parameter was expressed as: (15) The mean for the gamma distribution was given as: (10) And the standard deviation for the gamma distribution was expressed as: (17) Clutter power spectrum was used as a measure in quantifying the effects of clutter in the performance of the radar systems. The power spectrum of clutter was the sum of fixed target and moving or random targets. Random targets were assumed to have Gaussian characteristics. The power spectrum of clutter was expressed as a function of the fixed-torandom target power ratio , clutter spectrum was expressed as: 
Where represented the operating frequency of the radar system, represented the root mean square frequency spread component of the clutter model and represented the Weibull parameter. Given that most of the clutter can be measured with minimal operating frequency spread and zero Doppler frequency, a simper Gaussian-shaped clutter power spectrum was used and expressed as: (19) Where represented the total clutter power.
RADAR ERROR CLASSES
The two major errors experienced by radar systems are random error and bias error. In normal operation, radar signal can be sent over Fraunhofer regions and the analysis of the echoes returned are done in the Fraunhofer regions. Optical calibration of radar antennas in parallel to radar beam may be in azimuth with the tilt angle. Azimuth corrections were required in order to minimise bias errors. For a surface with refractivity , the atmospheric refraction model at an elevation in radian was expressed as:
The atmospheric refraction was considered and included in the radar model after the radar elevation was corrected. The correction on azimuth was made directly on the radar system. Random errors were present in the radar signal analysis as a result errors from radar signal measurements. Random errors were subject to radar signal distortion and quantisation errors. Range errors also occurred in the radar measurements. Range errors were consequences of system jitter, signal modulation timings, transmitter pulse timings, receiver delays, signal amplification variation in range estimator gates and variation in atmospheric index.
Discussing further the errors which are experienced in radar systems, the azimuth, elevation, range and target velocity each generated certain amount errors which influenced the performance of radar system. There were errors in continuous measurement of these parameters. The error signal was generated by making an angular deviation from the main axis of the radar system. The resultant error signal described the target deviation from the main axis of the radar beam. In order to perform error evaluation check, the error signal was modelled as a linear function of the deviation angle. Azimuth and elevation errors were expressed as: ( 2 1 ) ( 2 2 ) The azimuth and elevation errors were used in aligning the radar tracking axis on the target. Expressing amplitude modulation signal as a function of the azimuth and elevation errors:
Where represented the error slope, represented the scan frequency and represented the defined angle.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The radar performance was evaluated in terms of the ability of the radar system to accurately identify the position of target, the resolution at which the targets were differentiated and the clutter elimination optimisation. These performance evaluations parameters were grouped into radar range, accuracy, resolution and stability. Each of these of these radar performance characteristics were influenced by atmospheric conditions and clutter attenuation.
The performance of the radar system was required to exceed the critical radar signal to background ratio in order to exceed the target detection threshold. In clear atmospheric condition, thermal noise formed the larger portion of the critical background parameter influencing performance. In addition to thermal noise was weather clutter and ground or environment clutter. Signal interference and jamming at the receiver terminal also affected the performance of radar system. Radar range in clear and stable atmospheric condition was modelled as (Mahafza and Elsherbeni, 2004) :
Where represents the transmitter pulse, represents the signal wavelength, represents the target cross section, represents Boltzman's constant is the chaff echo, represents the transmitter gain, represents the receiver gain, represents the radar power, represents losses, represents effective temperature, represents the system's noise. The effective temperature at the receiver as influenced by atmospheric conditions was modelled as: (25) Where represented the temperature at the antenna connector, represented the standard temperature in Kelvin, represented the loss between the radar antenna and receiver and represented the receiver noise factor.
Error Detection Mechanism
Range resolution and Doppler resolution were used in the radar system error detection process. The associated accuracy and ambiguity between these two mechanisms provided valuable information in the radar system error performance evaluation. In order to determine the performance of the radar system using error analysis, integral square error was employed in the evaluation. The integral square included errors generated from range gate trigger, master signal trigger, transmitter trigger, receiver antenna, atmospheric scintillator as indicated in figure 1.
Range Resolution
Considering targets with zero Doppler resolution within the range ∆ . The minimum value of ∆ was used in establishing the difference between the targets. Considering the radar signal having a carrier frequency , modulation amplitude and phase modulation modelled as (Mahafza and Elsherbeni, 2004) :
was expressed as the real part of a complex radar signal where (27) It followed that (28) If echoes from two targets for instance with time delay are represented as: (29) and (30) It followed that targets within the search area or range resolution were distinguished by the amount of measurable delay between the echoes returned by the targets. The Integral square error was used to determine the variability of range between the measured target ranges. The integral square bandwidth was expressed as (Mahafza and Elsherbeni, 2004) :
Doppler Resolution
Doppler resolution is associated with the targets radial velocity. The target radar spectrum was defined as:
Considering a target with radial velocity as a fraction of speed of light , frequency and wavelength , the Doppler shift was expressed as:
The received spectrum shifted by was used to differentiate targets having different velocities and the same range values. The integral square error for the Doppler resolution was expressed as (Mahafza and Elsherbeni, 2004) :
Similarly, the real part of the model was modelled as:
Applying the model expressed in equation (27) yielded:
Transforming the real part the model yielded the complex correlation function: * 2 2 2
The Doppler resolution constant was expressed as:
The target velocity resolution as function of the target signal pulse width was expressed as:
Combining the range and Doppler resolutions, the complex envelope of the transmitted waveform was expressed as:
The delayed target signal and the Doppler shifted target signal was expressed as:
The integral square error for the target signal was expressed as:
The integral squared error for the target signal was maximised by minimising the last term in equation (54). The combined Doppler and range correlation function was expressed
The Doppler and range resolution were maximised by minimising the modulus square of the Dopplerrange correlation function.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of atmospheric temperature on the radar error performance results was considered in the form of thermal noise error which was described by: 1
represented the radar signal pulse width, SNR represented the signal-to-noise ratio of target in range. The model was used for optimum processing of thermal noise error and its effect on the radar signal error performance analysis. Targets within the atmospheric clutter were detected by using the chaff-to-signal noise ratio instead of the SNR in the thermal noise error model. The result is shown in Figure 2 . The results shows that the lower chaff-tonoise ratio in dB, the higher the root mean square error of atmospheric clutter. The implication of this result was that the performance of the radar system was optimum at higher chaff-to-noise ratio. Under this condition there were fewer probability of false alarm in target detection.
Residual error was used in determining the position array of the targets. The result is shown in figure 3 . The variations on the result shown was due to noise present in the position array signal. At high gain, the error settles down quickly. The average error with small gain coefficients in the error model was approximately zero. Residual error was a measure of target tracking error as shown in figure 4. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a target at range was expressed as:
The clutter-to-noise ratio was expressed as:
Where represented the peak power transmitted by the radar, represented the radar antenna gain, represented the radar signal wavelength, represented the target radar cross section (RCS), represented the anticipated clutter RCS, represented Boltzman's constant, represented the effective noise temperature, represented the operating bandwidth of the radar, represented the noise from receiver antenna and represented the integral losses in the radar system.
In evaluating the effect of clutter in the radar signal error performance analysis, clutter characteristics were considered to be Gaussian. The radar performance accuracy was measured using a combination of returned clutter signal and noise signal referred to as Signal-to-Clutter + Noise Ratio (SIR). The SIR was computed as: 1 1 1
The results shown in figure 5 indicate that there was minimal signal degradation in the required SIR for large targets for range 90 . Figure 6 shows that there was significant signal degradation in the required SIR for small targets for range 90
. Clutter mitigation and reduction ensured that small targets were effectively detected. 
CONCLUSIONS
The error performance of radar system was modelled using clutter attenuation and atmospheric refraction. The results from the simulations revealed that clutter and atmospheric refraction influenced by water vapour and temperature affected the performance of radar systems in detecting targets of various sizes. The radar signal error performance analysis was evaluated using residual error, thermal noise error and signal-to-clutter + noise ratio.
Clutter mitigation ensured that small targets can be detected at long ranges. The models presented in the paper can be applied to the control and navigation of autonomous systems using radar signals. The navigation systems of mobile robots, autonomous and semi-autonomous systems using radar for obstacle detection and avoidance can be optimised through minimisation of clutter and atmospheric refraction.
